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Micro Ear Series 

HB01 I HB02 
 

Invisible Black I Yellow Earpiece 
 

 
Invisible earpiece receive voice signals from inductive 
transmitters wirelessly. All kinds of inductive transmitters 
could drive HB01 and HB02. 

 
Each pc of HB01 and HB02 pack in a black plastic box the 
box with label marked earpiece color. Each earpiece with 
1pc free button battery which is hide in black sponge.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Handle 

 
HB02 HB01 Battery 

 

Quick Start 
Step 1> Load battery into earpiece 

 

Open plastic box and push black sponge by hand you will 
find position of battery.  Cut sponge then take out battery. 

 
HB02: Open battery case by lift protuberant part. 

Make sure cathode face to handle and anode 
opposite to handle. Then close battery case. 

HB01: Make sure cathode face to earpiece main part. 
And anode face to small spring. 

 

Note: 1>after loaded battery, earpiece starts work.  2>Do not load battery in wrong direction. 
If load battery wrongly in HB02, the battery case will broke or battery stuck inside earpiece. If load 
battery wrongly in HB01 it might cause circuit damage. 

 
Step 2>   Wear earpiece 

 
1> Clean ear canal by cotton swab. 

2> Load earpiece into ear canal horizontally for maximize 
signal reception. Handle is better in down position for 
easy take out. 

3> Put earpiece into canal deeply until its invisible. 
 

Please take out earpiece and unload battery if stop use it. 

Maintain 
Invisible earpiece is high-tech electrical device.                                              
Please operate and maintain carefully. 

 

 

 
"'Please check wax filter in front end termly. If wax is full, 

you can use cleaner to pick up the wax. 

Cleaner does not included. You should buy it separately. 

 
 
 

Troubleshooting 

 
Q. Why earpiece no signal? 
A. Please check if battery loaded correctly. 

 
Q. Why I can hear little static noise? 
A. Its normal to get little static noise. It means earpiece 

Is in working status. 
 

 

Q. Why heard loud "zzz" noise? 
A. Its alarm battery going to use off. Please change new 

Battery. 
 
Q. Why volume is small? 

A. Please check if wax filter is full. 
 
Q. Why battery life is very short? 
A. Please use brand new high quality battery. 

 


